to sustained whisker deflections, respond differently to Israel different directions of whisker movements, and have different velocity sensitivities. However, during active touch, as opposed to passive touch, the forces operating Summary on the mechanoreceptors in the FSC are determined not only by the forces operating on the external shaft Mammals acquire much of their sensory information of the whisker but also by the forces exerted on the FSC by actively moving their sensory organs. Yet, the prinby the intrinsic muscles. The effect of these latter forces ciples of encoding by active sensing are not known.
plitudes of whisking movements ranged from 11.5Њ to localize, and perceive objects, rats scan the environ-49.1Њ (median ϭ 22.3Њ). Within a whisking train, the shape ment with their whiskers at about five to ten sweeps and velocity of whisker movement was constant, with ("whisks") per second (Carvell and Simons, 1990 We classified these 80 neurons into four distinct catein response duration ( Figure 2B ) and response latency (p Ͻ 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test, see Table 1 for details). gories, according to their responses to whisking in air and against an object (Table 1) (Figures 2A and 2C) . "Contact cells" (n ϭ 8) fired shortly after the whisker 3B, magenta) responses, and 12 cells exhibited short, phasic (Ͻ40 ms; orange) responses. The majority (8 of touched the object. "Pressure cells" (n ϭ 11) also started firing after contact but at longer delays and continued 12) of these phasic cells fired long, tonic bursts upon touch ( Figure 3B , red). The proportion of phasic/tonic to fire as long as the whisker was pressing against the We also examined whether a cell's response during active whisking can be predicted by its sensitivity to the and active sensing, we also recorded, for 62 of the 80 neurons, responses to passive computer-controlled fordirection of passive deflection. For example, it might seem logical that Contact cells should be more sensitive cycles Simons, 1990, 1995) . Thus, we examined encoding by neuronal variables that are well deto backward deflections (i.e., passive deflection offset) and Detach cells to forward deflections (i.e., passive fined within a single whisking cycle: delay from protraction onset to the first spike, spike count per cycle, and deflection onset). To answer this question, we calculated DirIndex (spikes during forward deflection/spikes instantaneous firing rate (assessed by the average interspike interval in a cycle). In active sensing, the temporal phase of sensor movement is directly related to its spatial position. To quantify the encoding of spatial angles by Whisking and Whisking/ Touch cells, we computed angle fields, i.e., the ranges of whisker angles for which they emitted spikes ( Figure  6C ), and spatial phases, i.e., the fractions of whisking amplitude signaled by these spikes ( Figure 6E ). As expected from the distribution of temporal phase fields ( Figure 6A ), angle fields of our sample were distributed across the entire range of whisking angles tested with these neurons (0Њ-30Њ) and covered the entire range of spatial phases (0-1). Their onset position was highly reliable across trials (SD of onset angle and phase across all trials of an individual cell was 0.58Њ Ϯ 0.91Њ and 0.018Њ Ϯ 0.003Њ, Figures 6D and 6F, respectively) . Whether these cells primarily encode temporal phase of whisker movement, absolute whisker angle, or spatial phase of whisker movement should be resolved in experiments in which whisking timing, amplitude, and trajectory are independently manipulated. Thus, although the principle of muscle-driven whisker 
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